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Shared.MunicipalClerk
OPPOSITION to TSMV and Smith Creek ASP's

attn: Mayor Borrowman and Canmore Council Members: 

I have been a recreationist visitor and seasonal employee (ski industry) in the Canmore region for a total of 1/4 century. 
Canmore and its environs have changed significantly. Your council is confronted with the responsibility of mitigating 
those changes on behalf of the electorate. I would ask that you consider your roles thoughtfully in the context of 
representative government. 

Decision making during the 1990’s to the present has generated numerous studies, samplings of public opinion, council 
considerations etc. Current decisions should also consider past performances of various development proponents 
particularly in the TSMV and Smith Creek areas. Verbal presenters and multiple written responses will have shared 
views and data concerning By-Laws 2021-05 and 2021-06. I suggest that their considered and numerous inputs reflect 
serious community opposition to those by-laws making it unnecessary for a further detailed description of my personal 
revulsion regarding the proponents’ plans and their potential negative impacts in the following categories of concern. 

1) Ecological

  human occupancy has reduced wildlife mobility opportunities from a valley-wide thoroughfare to a proposed metres-
wide fence-enclosed footpath reducing migration/genetic diversity  of species  

  proposed doubling of resident human population increases wildlife-human interactions and potential wildlife 
extirpation. 

  urban-like development enclaves diminish human appreciation of, responsibility for, protection of and sensitivity to 
resident wildlife perhaps encouraging antipathy toward those natural assets 

  climate change projections exacerbate stress on water sourcing/management, waste management, aquifer/run-off 
impacts of hard surfacing in urban developments 

  increased greenhouse gas emissions appear inevitable given population doubling as proposed and appears opposite to 
Canmore’s self-promotion as a green municipality 

 increased ambient lighting in residential development negatively impacts wildlife activity and safety 

2) Fiscal

   infrastructure and human service expenses will rise in concert with population increase (hospital, fire, EMS, recreation 
facilities, social services, street and bridge maintenance etc.) 

   previous proposed developments have not generated enhanced taxation inputs as commercial facilities/assessments 
have not materialized 

   municipal financial liability for infrastructure degradation via development in undermined areas may become an 
unwanted “black hole” for local residents and businesses to support via taxes 
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   doubling of population requires escalation of service industry workers in a bimodal financial community where 
affordable residential availability/parking/Vanmore etc reflect stressed conditions 
 
   potential financial liability of Province of Alberta taxpayers should undermining or other factors negatively impact 
proposed developments 
 
 
As mayor and council you face a significant challenge regarding these considerations and decisions. I ask that you face 
your deliberations rationally and courageously. You are challenged to take effective action to protect the ambience, 
culture, environment, history, and wishes of the current taxpayers and residents of this Town of Canmore. We have 
chosen to live here.  You have been elected as decision makers on our behalf representing our shared and common 
values. Decades have already been invested in citizen/council debates concerning “development” in this special and 
unique  area under your current governance and control. I submit that it is now time, with your thoughtful analysis that 
a permanent end be put to all audacious and detrimental schemes of “enhancement" of this community by those who 
support the “Bigger is Better” philosophy represented by the proponents of TSMV and Smith Creek ARFs. 
 
Thank you sincerely for your consideration of my thoughts as well as those of many other Canmore residents, 
 
Wally Rowley 
 
    
 


